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We study the Nagel-Schreckenberg cellular automata model for traffic flow by both simulations and analytical
techniques. To better understand the nature of the jamming transition, we analyze the fraction of stopped cars
P (v = 0) as a function of the mean car density. We present a simple argument that yields an estimate for the free
density where jamming occurs, and show satisfying agreement with simulation results. We demonstrate that the
fraction of jammed cars P (v ∈ {0,1}) can be decomposed into the three factors (jamming rate, jam lifetime, and
jam size) for which we derive, from random walk arguments, exponents that control their scaling close to the
critical density.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The modeling of traffic is a common field of application for
cellular automata (CA) models. Based on empirical studies
in the context of the three-phase traffic theory by Kerner [1],
complex CA models have been developed and studied, e.g.,
in Refs. [2–4]. These are conceptually based on the model
described by Nagel and Schreckenberg [5], which displays
only two different regimes for different densities, free flow
and congestion. Despite its simplicity, no exact results have
yet been obtained for the NaSch-CA except in some limiting
cases [6,7].
In the NaSch-CA, a vehicle i at time t is defined by its
position xi and velocity vi . di = xi+1 − xi − 1 denotes the
gap between vehicles i and i + 1. The movement of vehicle
i from time step t to t + 1 is then defined by the well-known
rules:
(1) Acceleration:
v
(1)
i = min (vi(t) + 1,vmax),
(2) Deceleration:
v
(2)
i = min
(
di(t),v(1)i
)
,
(3) Randomized braking (dawdling):
vi(t + 1) = max
(
v
(2)
i − 1,0
)
,with probabilityp,
(4) Movement:
xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1).
Even though being a nonequilibrium system, many ob-
servations made in the NaSch-CA have been compared to
equilibrium systems. Among them is the comparison to the
phase transition between liquid and vapor [8], where one does
not have a clear transition between all-liquid state and all-vapor
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state at a certain temperature. Instead, a continuous change
in the amount of molecules in the liquid phase and the vapor
phase occurs. This is very interesting as this behavior is similar
to the one in the NaSch-CA. Instead of all vehicles suddenly
becoming jammed at a certain density, more and more jamming
occurs during an increase of the overall density of cars [9].
There have been approaches put forward to consider the
lifetimes of these jams in order to establish criteria for a
phase transition. Nagel [10] observed these numerically, while
Gerwinski [11] tried an analytic approach to calculate the
critical density from the stability of jams. In Ref. [11] it was
argued that stopped vehicles can be found at any density, as
long as there are more vehicles than the maximum velocity
vmax.
Recently Ref. [12] took a closer look at the velocity statistics
in the NaSch-CA and presented a possibly noncontinuous
transition in the probability to find a stopped vehicle. However,
improved simulations performed for the present work show
that the impression of a noncontinuity turns out to be a
finite-size effect, and the aforementioned argument in Ref. [11]
remains valid. Finite-size effects have also been investigated
recently by Balouchi [13]. The continuous transition is, how-
ever, very interesting, especially considering the probability
distribution functions presented in Ref. [12] as they show an
almost zero probability for any velocities except for vmax or
vmax − 1 in the free-flow regime. Therefore, we argue that
stopped vehicles are at least a good indicator for existing
jams, although not being a genuine order parameter for a finite
number vmax of velocity levels. Reference [14] describes a
related approach to see p as an external field that renders the
sharp transition continuous. Appendix B shows the difference
between their order parameter and the indicator presented in
Sec. II.
This work distinguishes the mechanisms that lead to the
sudden increase in the existence of these jammed cars. In
Sec. II we provide an approach to estimate the crossover
density inspired by the comparison to the liquid-vapor transi-
tion. In Sec. III we analyze the mechanisms that control the
formation of jams by decomposing the number of jammed
vehicles into three different factors: the jamming rate, the
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FIG. 1. A car C that will end up behind the end of the jam E, if
it is not dawdling, as the cells in between are empty.
lifetime of jams, and their total number of cars. From a random
walk argument, we obtain the exponents that describe the
scaling of these factors with density. We find good agreement
with our simulation results.
II. FREE DENSITY WITH JAMS
During the liquid-vapor transition, an equilibrium exists
between the probabilities for molecules to evaporate from
liquid into vapor and to condense from vapor into liquid,
which is established due to the pressure in the vapor phase.
Analogously, a jam in the NaSch-CA can be compared to the
liquid having a constant density ρj = 1, whereas in the free
flow regime a varying free density ρf can be observed, which
corresponds to the pressure of the vapor. It is evident that a
higher free density will lead to an increased probability Pin
for vehicles to end up in a jam and a decreased probability
Pout to leave a jam, just as higher vapor pressure leads to more
molecules condensing into liquid and less evaporation.
Solving the equation
Pin(ρf) = Pout(ρf) (1)
for 0  ρf < 1 then yields the minimal free density, at which
stable jams can be observed. Here we assume that ρf is constant
outside of a jam, which, of course, is an approximation as local
densities can fluctuate [9]. Also, the aforementioned velocity
statistics presented in Ref. [12] indicate that deceleration and
acceleration around jams can be neglected for total densities
inside the free-flow regime of the model.
To approximate Pin(ρf), we consider up to d = vmax cells
upstream of a jam; see Fig. 1. Here a jam is defined as a
chain of standing vehicles with a free cell at the upstream end.
For simplicity, we assume an equal distribution of cars in the
upstream cells given by ρf . In this mean-field approach [15],
the probability to find a car at distance d with all cells empty
between C and E is
˜P = ρf(1 − ρf)d−1. (2)
Note that the cell directly behind the jam is empty by definition.
Due to the randomization parameter p, 0  p  1, it is
possible that cars with d < vmax will overbrake and leave
a cell empty behind E when stopping. It is reasonable to
consider these cars jammed as well, because of their immediate
interaction with the jam. In the case of d = vmax, however, a
dawdling car, i.e., accounted for by rule 3, cannot immediately
interact with the jam, whereas a nondawdling car ends up in the
jam. For d = vmax, Eq. (2) has to be multiplied by q = 1 − p
and all cases d > vmax do not contribute. Summing over all
distances, the probability that there is a car behind the jam
FIG. 2. A car C will block cells for the next time step as no car
can overtake or arrive at distance d  dpre.
which will end up in it is
˜Pin(vmax) =
vmax∑
d=1
Q(d)ρf(1 − ρf )d−1, (3)
where
Q(d) =
{
q if d = vmax
1 otherwise.
(4)
First results have shown that this simple approximation
should be improved by incorporating a restriction due to
single-lane traffic: Without overtaking, a car can only be at any
position d if no car entered the jam from a distance dpre  d
in the preceding time step; see Fig. 2. This can be corrected by
Pcorr(d) =
vmax∑
s=d
Q(s)ρf(1 − ρf)s−1 = ˜Pin(vmax) − ˜Pin(d), (5)
which is the probability that a car was at dpre  d. Note that
this correction does not consider two time steps directly.
Taking this into account, the corrected probability Pin to
find a car behind the jam which will end up in it can be written
as
Pin(vmax) =
vmax∑
d=1
Q(d)ρf(1 − ρf)d−1[1 − Pcorr(d)]. (6)
Obviously, the stopping car C would actually move the end
of the jam E one cell backwards, which would complicate
the whole estimation. To maintain comparability to the liquid-
vapor transition, we have omitted this fact and consider the
jam as a particle reservoir that will immediately fill the cell of
a leaving car. Therefore, head and tail of the jam are assumed
to be immovable on small time scales.
The probability Pout depends on q for the starting car at the
front of the jam. Because of the one-directional movement, the
area immediately in front of the jam is governed by the cars
leaving the jam, and therefore Pout does not depend on ρf in
contrast to the liquid-vapor transition. Using Eq. (6), we also
have to consider a dependency on the preceding step, when
defining Pout in order to be consistent. This is shown in Fig. 3,
where the so-defined immovable jam front prevents a second
car from starting in the next time step. Pout is then given by
Pout = q2 . (7)
By solving Eq. (1) for ρf , we can determine the free density
for which jams will be “stable”. In this approach, the free
flow density is assumed to stay constant for ρ > ρf as more
and more cars are jammed. For densities lower than ρf , one
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FIG. 3. Only one car C can leave the jam in succeeding time steps
if the jam front is considered immovable. In the depicted situation, C
moves without dawdling.
should have almost no stopped vehicles, although this number
will never be exactly zero due to fluctuations [11]. Once ρf is
reached, one should see an increase in the number of stopped
vehicles.
We performed simulations of the NaSch-CA with p = 0.5
and different vmax, starting with periodic boundary conditions
and equally spaced vehicles with v = 0. The system parame-
ters have been chosen so that no finite size effects occur [13];
see Table I for values of the system length L, the relaxation
time Trelax, and the measurement time Tmeas.
Figure 4 shows the measured probabilities P (v = 0) to find
a standing vehicle and the numerically calculated ρf from
Eq. (1). For the simple approximation we made, the onset of
a significant P (v = 0) and ρf show convincing agreement, in
particular for higher vmax. Clearly, for small vmax a significant
number of cars is already stopped below ρf , because an
interaction of vmax cars is sufficient to stop a car with a certain
probability [11]. This is more likely for small vmax, wherefore
the transition becomes steeper for higher vmax. There the
number of velocity states a car can assume increases, and a zero
velocity state becomes less probable. This means that when
density fluctuations become more important in the proximity
of ρf , they have a stronger effect on the number of stopped
cars for smaller vmax. The increase of P (v = 0) beyond ρf in
Fig. 4 does not result from these fluctuations. An explanation
for this will be given in Sec. III.
Figure 4 also indicates that ρf → 0 for vmax → ∞. In
Appendix A, we show analytically that ρf = q/(2vmax) in that
limit.
If all cars inside a jam were stopped and all cars
(numbered by i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}) outside moved with velocities
vi  vmax−1, the maximum of the flow, classically defined as
J = 1
L
N∑
i=1
vi, (8)
TABLE I. System parameters and the calculated ρf .
vmax L Trelax, Tmeas ρf
[cells/time steps] [cells] [time steps] [1/cells]
3 104 106 0.1206
4 2 × 104 106 0.0892
5 2 × 104 106 0.0708
7 105 106 0.0502
10 2 × 105 106 0.0350
FIG. 4. Probability P (v = 0) to find a standing car for different
vmax as a function of mean car density. The horizontal lines show the
calculated values for ρf obtained from Eq. (1).
should appear at ρf . Due to a more complex velocity distribu-
tion [12] with nonzero probabilities for velocities between 1
and vmax − 2, the free density ρf is not the same as the critical
density ρc defined as the point where the maximum flow is
reached (see Fig. 5). Such a transitional behavior has been
suggested in Ref. [9] for 0 < p < 1.
III. MECHANISMS OF JAM FORMATION
In order to establish a better understanding of the mecha-
nisms that lead to the sudden rise of stopped vehicles shown
in Fig. 4, it is useful to take a closer look at the statistics of
jamming at low densities, which allows for distinguishing the
different mechanisms. Due to computational limits, we have
excluded the case vmax = 10 in the following.
The logarithmic plot of the number of jammed vehicles
in Fig. 6 shows a nonvanishing amount even for very low
densities. Obviously, the equations developed in Sec. II do
not capture this behavior. Considering the different slopes in
FIG. 5. Normalized number of stopped cars P (v = 0) compared
with the global flow J for simulations with vmax = 5. The vertical
line shows the calculated ρf . The amount of stopped cars begins to
rise before the maximum flow is reached. This is mainly due to cars
in jams not having a vanishing average velocity.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the directly measured ratio of jammed cars
(points) and the product of the individually measured three factors
(lines): jamming rate, jam lifetime, and cars in a jam. Two vertical
lines represent the calculated free density and the critical density
obtained from the fundamental diagram.
Fig. 6 it seems reasonable to expect at least two different
mechanisms: One that leads to a power-law rise of the number
of jammed vehicles even at very low densities and another one
that only sets in slightly below the density of maximum flow
and results in the observed stronger increase just below the
critical density.
When looking at the system at any fixed time step, we can
distinguish three factors that determine the number of jammed
cars. New jams will be formed out of free-flow-fluctuations
with a certain “jamming rate”, previously formed jams will still
be present, if they appeared no longer ago than their lifetime
τjam, and each of these jams contributes a certain amount
to the total number of jammed cars. To have a quantitative
comparison between the directly measured number of jammed
cars Njam and the one calculated from the factors, we define a
car to be jammed if v  1 instead of v = 0 from now on. Njam
should then be the product of these three factors and that this
is indeed correct can be seen in Fig. 6, which shows Njam and
the three individual factors. To measure the mentioned jam
properties in the simulations, we used the labeling algorithm
suggested in Ref. [10] with an adjusted definition for a jammed
car. Here every jam gets a label lbl, a starting time tstart(lbl) and
an ending time tend(lbl). At each time step t , all nonjammed
cars are assigned the label 0 with tstart(0) = t + 1, whereas
every jammed car is assigned the label of the oldest jam that
influenced it by comparing the starting times. This can either
be a jam, from which it has not accelerated yet, an older jam,
of which the car in front was part of, or a new one. Last, the
ending time of all currently existing labels is set to t , meaning
that the jam lifetime is determined by a vanishing label.
While the considerations in Sec. II cannot capture the
jamming rate, they should predict the approximate point at
which the lifetime of traffic jams will undergo a significant
change. However, it is not obvious if this will have any effect on
the number of cars in a jam. We postulate that the jamming rate
will be important in the power-law rise for very low densities,
while the lifetime will be responsible for the steep rise near
the critical density.
FIG. 7. The rate at which traffic jams form for different maximum
velocities. Two vertical lines represent the calculated free density and
the critical density; black lines represent fitting in the low-density
region. Here a power-law behavior ∝ ρvmax−1 is visible as expected
and described by Ref. [11]. The rise near the free density for vmax > 3
is closely related to the cutoff in jam lifetimes at that point and results
from the measuring algorithm.
Our conjecture is strongly supported by the results shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. From Fig. 8 we can see that Njam undergoes
almost the same change as the lifetime τjam of these jams.
Therefore, we can reason that these two observables are closely
related and can be expected to be linked by a simple physical
process. We conclude that the rate at which jams form is
responsible for a nonvanishing amount of jammed vehicles
at very low densities. In Ref. [11] it has been suggested that
the number of jammed cars for low densities scales as ρvmax−1.
Extrapolating fits for the slope of the jamming rate to a density
of zero confirms exactly this behavior; see Fig. 7. The sudden
increase in the number of jammed vehicles Njam below the
density of maximum flow is caused by the stabilization of
FIG. 8. The average lifetime of traffic jams and the average
number of cars therein for different maximum velocities. The two
vertical lines represent the calculated free density and the critical
density. Near the free density a steep rise in the lifetime of jams is
observable. For maximum velocities greater than three a sharp cutoff
in the lifetime is visible. This is due to the definition of “jammed
cars” used for the measurement.
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FIG. 9. The average lifetime of a traffic jam plotted over a
rescaled density ρ˜ = 1 − (ρ/ρc). The rise near the critical density
can be seen to behave proportional to (ρc − ρ)−1 (solid lines). An
earlier rise for low-density seems to scale with (ρc − ρ)−1/2 (dashed
lines).
these jams, i.e., longer lifetimes. As our equal probability
argument considered above to estimate the free density is
basically a stability criterion, it is satisfying that the values
for the free density lie in the region of the steep rise in
lifetime.
Comparing the curves in Fig. 8, it is obvious that longer
living jams include proportionally more cars. This effect
together with the strict definition of “jammed cars” used
to obtain the data, leads to the here observed saturation in
the jam lifetimes. As the jams get bigger, it becomes more
probable that a car will accelerate to v > 1 for a very short
time without actually leaving the jam. This means the car
will be considered nonjammed by our labeling algorithm. It
therefore tends to recognize big jams as a cluster of small
jams. Seemingly big jams fragment into small jams of an
average lifetime around 13 time steps and including slightly
less than 10 cars. When using the original definition for
“jammed cars” proposed in Ref. [10], no strong deviation
from the power-law behavior can be found in the jamming
rate.
While our simulation results for the jamming rate at low
densities can be compared to existing theory that predicts a
power law (see Fig. 7), there is lack of arguments explaining
the observed scaling of the average number of jammed cars
Njam and the lifetime of jams τjam. Just below the critical
density but before saturation effects occur, we observe the
approximative scaling
τjam ∝ (ρc − ρ)−1, (9a)
Njam ∝ (ρc − ρ)−1 ; (9b)
see solid lines in Figs. 9 and 10. The range over which this
scaling is observed is cutoff by saturation effects that set in
well before ρC is reached. However, the data for the largest
vmax = 7 suggest that this is the proper scaling close to ρc in
the large vmax limit.
In the following, we shall use simple random walk argu-
ments to derive these scaling laws in the limit of large vmax.
FIG. 10. The average number of cars in a traffic jam plotted over
a rescaled density ρ˜ = 1 − (ρ/ρc). The rise near the critical density
can be seen to behave proportionally to (ρc − ρ)−1 (solid line). An
earlier rise for low-density seems to scale with (ρc − ρ)−1/4 (dashed
line).
Related arguments have been given for the lifetime of a jam of
fixed initial length [16]. The number of cars Njam(t) within a
given jam at t time steps can be considered as a biased random
walk process. The effective probabilities for Njam to increase
(decrease) are
P = Pin(1 − Pout)/(Pin + Pout − 2PinPout), (10a)
Q = 1 − P = Pout(1 − Pin)/(Pin + Pout − 2PinPout),
(10b)
where Pin and Pout are the probabilities for flow in or out of
a jam; see Sec. II, which in the low-density (or high vmax)
limit are approximated by Pin = ρvmax (see Appendix A) and
Pout = (1 − p)/2. In this random walk picture, the lifetime of
a jam is described by the probability distribution
Pret(t) =
(
t
t/2
)
(PQ)t/2/[2P (t − 1)] (11)
that the walker returns to zero, i.e., Njam = 0, for the first time
after t steps (which must be even). This distribution yields
the mean lifetime τjam = 2(1 − P )/(1 − 2P ). Since 1 − 2P ∝
ρc − ρ, the result of Eq. (9a) follows. To obtain the scaling of
Njam we consider the mean absorption time τjam ∝ Njam/(1 −
2P ) when the walker has reached Njam. Since also Njam ∝ τ 1/2jam ,
we find Njam ∝ 1/(1 − 2P ) and hence the result of Eq. (9b).
We expect the density range over which these scaling forms
can be observed to grow with vmax. Hence, simulations at
substantially larger values for vmax are desirable to probe these
predictions.
In the limit of vanishing densities, to leading order, we
observe from our simulation results a different behavior that
approaches the power laws:
τjam ∝ (ρc − ρ)−1/2, (12a)
Njam ∝ (ρc − ρ)−1/4 ; (12b)
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see dashed lines in Figs. 9 and 10. It is interesting that
even at low densities these quantities seem to scale with
the distance from the critical density ρc − ρ. While the two
power laws are related by a random walk relation Njam ∝ τ 1/2jam ,
the above arguments do not apply due to the very small
size of the jams, typically one to two cars. Since a jammed
car is defined in our simulations as a car with v  1, it
needs at least two time steps to leave the jammed state with
v = 0. Since the probability for increasing the velocity of an
individual car by one unit in a time step is ∝ τ−1jam one expects
τ−2jam ∝ Pout − Pin ∝ ρc − ρ, which reproduces the observed
scaling.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present work, we established better understanding of
the mechanisms of jamming in the NaSch-CA.
Therefore, an approach to determine the density of the
jamming transition based on a stability criterion was pre-
sented. The calculated free densities show good agreement
with simulations. Afterwards, we decomposed the ratio of
jammed cars into different mechanisms, which allowed us
to conclude that, while jams already form at very low
densities, increasing jam lifetimes lead to the transition.
This is underlined by the initial ansatz being based on jam
stabilization.
Furthermore, it was shown that the suggested power-
law behavior for low densities [11] originates from the
formation of new jams. Using random walk arguments, we
derived explanations for the behavior of the jam lifetime
and the number of cars in a jam slightly below the critical
density.
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APPENDIX A: EXACT SOLUTION OF EQ. (1)
FOR vmax →∞
Let ρ¯f = 1 − ρf . First, Eq. (5) can be split up into two parts
to allow for inserting of Eq. (4),
Pcorr(d) = ρf
ρ¯f
vmax−1∑
s=d
ρ¯sf + qρf ρ¯vmax−1f ,
and, using the geometric series relation (with 0  ρ¯f < 1), it
results in
Pcorr(d) = ρf
ρ¯f
ρ¯df − ρ¯vmaxf
1 − ρ¯f + qρf ρ¯
vmax−1
f
= ρ¯d−1f + ρ¯vmax−1f (qρf − 1). (A1)
For vmax  2, the sum in Eq. (6) can also be split up to
allow for inserting Eqs. (A1) and (4),
Pin(vmax) =
vmax−1∑
d=1
ρf ρ¯
d−1
f
[
1 − ρ¯d−1f − (qρf − 1)ρ¯vmax−1f
]
+ qρf ρ¯vmax−1f
[
1 − ρ¯vmax−1f − (qρf − 1)ρ¯vmax−1f
]︸ ︷︷ ︸
R
,
(A2)
where the abbreviation R was introduced.
Further transformations and the use of the geometric series
relation yield
Pin(vmax) = ρf 1 − ρ¯
vmax−1
f
1 − ρ¯f
[
1 − (qρf − 1)ρ¯vmax−1f
]
− ρf 1 − ρ¯
2vmax−2
f
1 − ρ¯2f
+ R. (A3)
In the case of vmax → ∞, Eq. (A3) can be simplified to
lim
vmax→∞
Pin(vmax) = ρf1 − ρ¯f −
ρf
1 − ρ¯2f
. (A4)
Inserting Eq. (A4) into Eq. (1) yields the polynomial function
ρ2f (2 − q) + ρf(2q − 2) = 0. (A5)
Equation (A5) has two real solutions ρf = 0 and ρf =
2q−2
2−q . Because of 0  q  1, the latter requires densi-
ties ρf  0. Therefore, ρf = 0 is the only meaningful
solution.
The solution ρf = 0 allows for conducting a Taylor expan-
sion of Eq. (6) at ρf = 0, which yields Pin = 0 + ρfvmax +
O(ρ2f ). For high vmax this leads to
ρf = q2vmax . (A6)
APPENDIX B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PHASE
PARAMETERS
This work has studied an indicator
m = P (v = 0) = 1 − P (v > 0) (B1)
for the transition from free flow to congestion.
In Ref. [14] a parameter M defined as
M = 1 − j
vmaxρ
(B2)
was used for this purpose. There j is the locally measured
traffic flow. With v as the average velocity we can then use
j = ρv and get
M = 1 − v
vmax
= 1 −
∑vmax
u=1 uP (v = u)
vmax
. (B3)
Therefore M = m if vmax > 1.
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